The demonstration by Lowie (26) that change in the structure of a society, occurring in response to such external influences as innovations in economy or technology, first takes place in its rule of residence (matrilocal, patrilocal, bilocal, neolocal, or avunculocal) which then effects change in other aspects of the social structure (for example, the form of the family, the kinship terminology), has been called by Murdock "the most important contribution of any modern anthropologist to our knowledge of evolution of social organization" (28) . Two such economic and technologic innovations of momentous importance, the Agricultural Revolution and the Urban Revolution, each effecting important changes in social structure, have occurred since the time of the rise of modern man (Sapiens) over primitive man (Neanderthalensis) during the passing of the last great glaciation some seventy thousand years ago (40) .
The first of these innovations occurred in man's method of obtaining food. During the upper paleolithic period when his condition of life was one of savagery, he hunted his food and lived on the trail of the animal herd. His early efforts to gain control over these sources are revealed in the cavern drawings of the Aurignacian culture, to which Graziosi recently has given an age of 28 ,000 years (21) . The depiction of the animals upon which he fed, flourishing in herds or slain by darts, have been understood, in accord with our present knowledge of the modes of primitive thought, as magical attempts to influence nature by picturing it as he wished it to be. Similarly, statuettes of women with exaggerated sexual characteristics have been accepted as evidence for the practice of ancient magical fertility rites.
Revolution, as Childe has called it (5) , heralded the dawn of civilization. Undertaken first" some six thousand years ago in what later was to become Lower Babylonia, this development saw the ancient cities of the Sumerians rise upon the reed hut villages of the al 'Ubaid peoples. Within these temple communities a system of theocratic socialism prevailed (10) , writing was developed, and rural barbarism slowly gave way to urban civilization.
The particular change in the social structure necessitated by the movement from barbarism to civilization, namely the appearance of the social classes, may be traced in the societies of ancient Greece and Rome. In the former, where early matriarchal conditions are reflected in such creation myths as the Pelasgian (20) , the recognition of patrilineal descent is ascribed to Cecrops of Athens, traditionally 1581 E.c. (3) who himself had gained the throne by marrying the daughter of Actaeus, the earliest King of Attica. Genealogies of the heroic age, at the time of the flowering of the Minoan-Mycenean civilization, show that by then patrilineal inheritance had been established.
With the second onset of Grecian civilization, after the dark age of Dorian barbarism had passed, the Ionians of Attica retained the memory of the ancient matriarchate through the designation of members of the same family as Homogalaktes, "milk-fellows", descendants of a common mother (3). Such a family or gens, descended from a common ancestor, bearing a family or gentilitial name, and often occupying a single village, was the basic unit of the Attic society. The Ionians consisted of 360 such gentes which were grouped into twelve phratries of thirty gentes each on the basis of common religious usage or of nearness of village. The twelve phratries, in turn, were grouped into four tribes of three -The changes described by Childe as the Urban Revolution, although differing from those occurring in Egypt (10), were similar to those which took place in the equally ancient society of the Indus River valley (6) . phratries each on the basis of a common dialect and a shared territory or kingdom. Thus each of the four Ionian tribes (Aigicoreis, Argadeie, Geleontes, Hopletes) consisted of three phratries, each of which, in turn, consisted of thirty gentes.
In conditions of rural barbarism the council of chiefs of the gentes, in which was invested all civil power, was well fitted to govern. With the rise of urban civilization the village gentes were we~kened by the migration of many of t~elr members to the city and, in this Circumstance, the development of some new form of social organization, which traversed the "vertical" gentilitial structure and which represented the heterogeneous elements in the city, became necessary (27) . This task was undertaken by Theseus, traditionally the fourth king of Athens after Cecrops who, we are told by Plutarch (33d) , "dissolved all the distinct state-houses, council halls, and magistracies, and built one common state house and council hall . . . and was the first that divided the Commonwealth into three distinct ranks, the noblemen, the husbandmen, the artificers".
This basis for class structure resulted in such economic stratification that "land was in the hands of the few" according to Aristotle ( 1) , and "many were in slavery to the few'", In 594 E.c. when Solon became archon the class structure was re-organized, not according to callings as before but according to the amount of property held, and each of the four classes so created were invested with both powers and obligations. The granting of a voice in the popular assembly to all classes, even to freemen who had long since lost their ancestral connection with a gens or tribe, made the "horizontal" class organization a fitting response to the conditions of urban civilization and an effective replacement of the gentilitialtribal organization which was suited only to conditions of rural barbarism. In spite ?'Gomme ( 19) has estimated the population of Athens, that is the whole of Attica, as 300,000 in the fifth cenutry B.C., of whom 115,000 were slaves. of the fact that the class division, as an explicit and formalized basis for the differentiation of the civil powers amongst the people, was replaced ?y the territorial division of the state into demes by Cleisthenes in 509 B.c., the class structure remained as a basis for social distinction and for a tacit differentiation of power and responsibility.~s Sorokin (34~has pointed out, the social class system m all modern societies in which it' is found provides this same basis.
The transition from a tribal society to a class society, which had taken the Greeks, interrupted by the Dorian conquest, almost a millenium to accomplish from the time of Theseus to that of Solon, was undertaken by the Romans, through their example, in five generations. In~he time of Romulus, the first Roman tribe (the Ramnes) consisted of ten curiae (cf. the Greek phratry) each of which was made up of ten gentes. From each of these hundred gentes Romulus drew its leader to form the council of chiefs, later to become the Roman Senate. When the Sabine tribe (the Tities) became Romans the council was increased to two hundred and later, in the time of Tarquinius Priscus, to three hundred when a further tribe (the Luccres) was added from the surrounding peoples including the Etruscans.
The first Roman attempt to traverse the gentilitial-tribal organization was made during the reign of Romulus's successor, Numa Pompilius (c. 716-673), who divided the people into some eight classes according to their arts and trades (Bb). This first Roman attempt to form a class society, like that of Theseus of Greece, failed and for the same reasons.
The reign of Servius Tullius (c. 578-534 B.c.), next to last of the Roman kings, saw the successful replacement of the gentilitial society by a political and class society. In the place of the gentes, Tullius created five classes, based upon individual wealth. Livy (24) tells us that the property qualification for class one was 100,000 asses, for class two 75,000 asses, for class three 50,000 asses, for class four 25,000 asses, and for class five 11,000 asses'.
The assembly of the gentes (the comitia curiata) was replaced by one made up of representatives from the five classes (the comitia centuriata), which remained, with some modifications in the manner of voting, down to the end of the Republic. Membership was opened to the plebeians, those Romans who had long since lost their ancestral connections with a gens or tribe in their migration to Rome, and who by the time of Tullius had become almost as numerous as the populus.
During the centuries when Greek and Roman society was passing from a gentilitial to a class structure, Britain was being overrun by the Celts who like the Iberians before them, lived within a culture of tribal barbarism. Within these tribes, as Caesar noted during his second expedition to Britain (4), "Groups of ten or twelve men held wives together in common, and particularly brothers along with brothers, and fathers with sons". Neither the visits of Caesar nor the conquest of Claudius did much to civilize the Celts; outside the Roman villas and the city walls the inter-warring tribes, each led by a kinsman chief, lived in a state of agricultural barbarism whilst in the centre of the island conditions of hunting savagery still prevailed.
With the coming of the Anglo-Saxons Celtic tribalism was driven beyond the mountains into Wales and Scotland, and into Ireland, where the Scottish clan and the Irish sept still remain as reminders of the ancient gentilism. Throughout the remainder of the island tribal kinship gave way to the feudal relationship of the husbandman and warrior to his thegn. From this basis arose the classes of serf, knight, and lord which were to be so intricately developed in the transition to civilization over the next thousand years (37) . 'Selincourt, the translater, states that the value of an ass at the time of Servius is to be taken as rather less than a penny of English money, but as possessing a much greater purchasing power. The class structure thus appears to be a social response to the rise of urban civilization with its attraction of tribal members to the city and the consequent abandonment of the old rules of residence and descent. History and archaeology show that this process, the transition from conditions of barbarism to those of civilization, may occupy many centuries in a society which is relatively untouched by outside influences, and this must be considered relevant to the finding by anthropologists of a class structure in contemporary primitive societies. Of this process, Trevelyan (36) has remarked that "primitive societies if they are ever to move on towards knowledge, wealth, and ordered freedom, are obliged to travel in the first instance not along the path of democratic equality, but along the path of aristocracy, kingship and priesthood. ... When men collectively are very poor some few must be made rich if there is to be any accumulation of wealth for civilized purposes".
Of the effects upon man himself of his changed cultural conditions from savagery through barbarism to civilization, much has been written. The fact that the development of culture, as the sum of the ways by which man emancipates himself from servitude to nature, increasingly estranges him from the forces responsible for his rise to preeminence amongst animals, led Darwin (1) to observe that "With savages, the weak in body or mind are soon eliminated: and those that survive commonly exhibit a vigorous state of health. We civilized men on the other hand, do our utmost to check the process of elimination; we build asylums for the imbecile, the maimed and sick; we institute poor laws; and our medical men exert their utmost skill to save the life of every one to the last moment. . . . Thus the weak members of civilized societies propagate their kind"5.
Amongst those applying the Darwinian principles to the study of man within society was Francis Galton, the cousin of Darwin, who believed that the social class structure acted as a deterrent to the numerical increase within a society of its psychologically gifted members. In his well known study of the inheritance of unusual psychological abilities ( 18) he demonstrated that the genealogic line of men who possessed these capacities, and who rose to the upper classes as a consequence, failed within a few generations, with the result that the gifted few of a society formed an ever decreasing number. More recently Beevor (2) has commented upon this same tendency toward the extinction of families of distinction. Galton found the explanation to this extinction in the fact of the family's upper social class position which frequently had to be maintained by marriage to an heiress who, as Erasmus Darwin had ob-5Similar considerations led the early Spartiates to such eugenic practices as the encouragement of a weakling husband to secure a better male than himself to sire the children of his family, believing the customs of other nations to he "absurd and inconsistent where people would be so solicitous for their dogs and horses as to exert interest and to pay money to procure fine breeding, and yet keep their wives shnt up, to be made mothers only by themselves, who might be foolish, infirm, or diseased . . . " (33a). Admiration for the Spartiate custom by the Athenians led Solon to pass a law "which permits an heiress, if her lawful husband fail her, to take his nearest kinsman" (33c). Such customs may be related to those of leviration found amongst many primitive peoples. served (2), being an only child herself "was not infrequently the last of a diseased family" and who visited the relative infertility of her parents' marriage upon her own.", Galton's observations were later vitiated by the verification of some observations by de Candolle to the effect that families are continually dying out by the operation of the law of probabilities and independently of the fertility factor (39). More recently, Lotka (25) has shown that the probabilities of the male line of descent becoming ultimately extinct in the case of any new-born male are 87 or 88 per cent. Thus the phenomenon which Galton mistook for extinction by distinction is neither class-specific nor created by the class structure, but is one which, arising independently of it, contributes to the constancy of the interclass circulation of families within that structure.
The later Social Darwinians such as T. H. Huxley (23) and Graham Wallas (38) emphasized that the deterrents to the social operation of the Darwinian principles were those which lay within man's own consciousness and ethical sense. This observation had been foreshadowed by Darwin himself who had added, in connection with the statement already quoted from him, that we cannot suspend "our sympathy [for fellow man] even at the urging of hard reason, without deterioration in the noblest part of our nature".
Psychoanalysis has shown not only that this "noblest part of our nature" owes its origin and power within each individual to the first instinctual renunciations demanded of him in the name of civilization and to the similarly required internalization of the aggression provoked by every such demand, but also that the first internalizations of aggression aid in the production of each subsequent one. The consequence, in Freud's words, is that "the "Irrespective of the merits of the elder Darwin's observation, it may be added that a similar inducement is created amongst families who have long occupied the upper social classes by such succession laws as tail male whereby wealth may be separated from the title (37) . price of progress in civilization is paid in forfeiting happiness through the heightening of the sense of guilt" (16) .
The process of instinctual renunciation, at the same time both the source and the demand of civilization, is one which studies such as those of Hollingshead and Redlich (22) and of Myers and Roberts (29) have shown to be more insistent within families of the upper social classes than within those of the lower. From this difference, and from the ensuing differences in the stability of ego identifications and of secondary process transformation, arises social class differences in both character formation and psychological disorder. Thus, within the upper social classes are found those formations and disorders characterized by an overtaxing sense of guilt, by consistent if not unduly harsh imagos, by capacity to delay if not inhibit instinctual discharge, and by emergence of the more abstract modes of thought. Within the lower social classes, on the other hand, are found those formations and disorders characterized by persisting instinctualization of embryonic guilt feelings, by shifting and conflicting imagos, by acting out and pressure for immediacy of instinctual discharge, and by retention of primary process and literal modes of thought. Thus the disorders of the upper social classes tend to be symptomatic and expressive of intra-psychic conflict, whereas those of the lower social classes tend to be behavioural and expressive of social .con~ict. The tendency for psychosomatic disorders to appear more often within the latter group should be similarly understood, and not in accordance with the frequently given superficial explanation that individuals within the lower social classes seek to avoid the stigma they attach to psychological symptoms.
From these considerations, too, we may obtain some understanding of the psychological forces contributing to the great stability of the social classes: one generation within a family reacting to the in-stinctual expressions of the next in accordance with its own particular and class-specific model which, in its turn, is an incorporation of that of the preceding generation. Notwithstanding this, there are, among the elaborated instinctual vicissitudes, derivatives and fantasies which may contribute to individual mobility within the class structure. Persisting resentment from infancy onward of the power and possessions of the parents, especially when combined with the fantasy of one's own self being a parental possession (30) , may find expression in an emerging life pattern devoted to the public proof of the powerlessness and failure of the parents through the demonstration of one's own failure according to the class definition. This is frequently achieved by slipping loose the class standards of the parents and embarking on a downward course of social mobility through such means as out-ofclass marriage or choice of occupation or the squandering of inheritance. On the other hand, childhood family romance fantasies (14) of having been born of aristocratic parents may provide the vis a tergo for a climb to the upper social classes in a quest for the reclamation of the supposed birth right. Thus social mobility,' both upward and downward, may be the result of unconscious fantasies forming an integral part of a psychological disorder, rather than its cause, as is frequently suggested.
There is also an accumulation of evidence that a difference exists between the social classes in what Parson (31, 32) has called "the expectation system relative to the sick role", that is in the expectation of exemptions from normal social role responsibilities and from the responsibility of being ill, as well as in the assumption of responsibility to wish to be well and to seek and co-operate with competent help. The extent to which the psychiatric patient accepts the responsibilities as well as the exemptions of his sick role is greatly determined by the nature and extent of the resistances inherent in the structure of the disorder, including those arising from the secondary gain. Since the nature of these resistances tends to be linked to the nature of the disorder ( 15, 11) and since the latter in turn tends to be class specific (22) , it may be seen that the sick role expectation system varies from class to class.
From this arises the important practical consequence of class differences with regard to motivation for personal change, about which so much has recently been written. The sick role expectation system in the culture of the lower social classes tends to maximize the exemptions from and minimize the assumption of responsibilities. The illness becomes a "condition" for which no responsibility is assumed, and its "cure" is delegated to the physician as his obligation. If the physician should ameliorate the illness through the manipulation of the authority conferred upon him, it is clear that no alteration has taken place in the expectation system of the patient. On the other hand, the sick role expectation system in the culture of the upper social classes tends to minimize the exemptions from and maximize the assumption of responsibilities. The illness can be accepted as due to internal, though unconscious, forces and the responsibility for their recognition and working through can be shared with the physician. A full realization of the potential for the assumption of self-responsibility is more apt to be achieved and, with it, emancipation from the need for a responsibilityassuming authority. The advantages of psychoanalysis, as the process best suited for these achievements, may also be available when the expectation system is less than optimal. Here the decision largely rests upon the extent of the egomodifications occasioned by the resistances (17) and the utilization of selfeliminating parameters of a model technique (8) analagous to what Anna Freud has called the "dressage" for child analysis (12) .
Stainbrook (35) has pointed out that the legitimization of a petition for the sick role will depend largely upon the nosology of the medical culture in which the suppliant finds himself. It may further be said that if the role of patient is granted then its course and fate will depend largely upon the expectation system of the medical culture in which the patient finds himself. The extent to which this corresponds with the system of his own culture, including all those unconscious fantasy expectations which constitute the potential for transference, and what is made of the correspondence or lack of it, has important implications for all therapeutic efforts and crucially so for those within the scope of psychiatry. Apart from this, the fact that the medical culture. itself is not homogeneous with regard to its own expectation systems is perhaps mitigated by the fact that neither is it static. The changes in our expectations concerning capacity for responsibility which are exemplified in the replacement of the conception of irresponsible insanity by the conception of conditionally-responsible sickness, must eventually lead to an outright abandonment of the traditional concepts of mental disorder as an illness, of our mutative interventions as treatment and of psychiatry as a medical science.
Summary
Human culture is viewed historically as passing through three great stages, from savagery through barbarism to civilization, the transitions being stimulated, first, by the Agricultural Revolution and, later, by the Urban Revolution.
The class structure appears with the stage of civilization and is the social response to the changed conditions of residence resulting chiefly from the rise of the city.
The psychological characteristics responsible for the passage of culture from savagery to civilization, those resulting from the capacity for instinctual renunciation, are found mainly within the upper classes of a society. From this springs the differences between the social classes with regard to character forma-tion, types of mental disorder, and motivation and capacity for personal change. This cultural variability, in interaction with a similar variability of psychiatric nosology and criteria of "cure", requires the abandonment of the traditional view of mental disorder as "illness" and of mutative intervention as "treatment". al'origine du passage de la culture de la sauvagerie a la civilisation, ceux qui resultent de la capacite de renoncement instinctuel, se constatent particulierement dans les couches superieures de la societe, d'ou les differences entre les classes sociales, en ce qui regarde la formation du caractere, les genres de troubles mentaux, la motivation ainsi que la capacite de modification des attitudes personnelles. Cette variabilite culturelle, dans son interaction avec une variabilite semblable de nosologie psychiatrique et de criteres de "guerison" exige qu'on se desiste de l'opinion traditionnelle voulant que Ie trouble mental soit une "maladie" et que l'intervention mutative soit un "traitement",
